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Save
the
dates

The Center for Conservation and Sustainability of
the Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute
and the National Zoo is planning to offer its
international training course in Communication Tools
for Self-Leadership, from June 13 to 18 - 2019, at
the Inkaterra Guides Field Station in Madre de Dios,
Peru. This is a residential program that consists of
lectures, demonstrations, and small-group practice.
Communication Tools for Self-Leadership is the
premier training event for bringing out the full selfactualization potential within leaders and in others.
The result is leaders who produce better results and
commitment in their respective leadership roles.
In addition to supporting leaders and managers, this
leadership program opens practitioners´ possibilities for
better understand and managing human interactions,
coaching strategies, and personal development.
These tools can be applied and expanded to improve
individual ability to lead others to produce powerful and
meaningful results in a variety of leadership settings.
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Francisco Dallmeier

The tools are based on Self-Actualization Psychology
models and methods of Neuro-Semantics. They
use the art of effective communication for helping to
unleash the best in people so that they can adapt to
required changes and be innovative, effective and
productive.

Ricardo Stanoss

“

We need leaders who
care about people and the
environment in a way that is
enlightened, effective, and
transformative to deal with
the human and environmental
challenges that face us today
and in the future. The challenge
requires a different kind of
leadership; this course provides
the solid foundation for it.
Michael Hall

”

Course description ///
This program defines conservation leadership
in the context of self-actualization and provides
an intense and powerful opportunity to develop
yourself as a leader. It combines two SelfActualization Programs: Self Leadership and
Unleashing Leadership. The experience
provides an “inside-out” perspective on

leadership by addressing your own beliefs,
values, vision, personal power, ethics, the
motivation and the behaviors you apply on your
daily life. It also provides the tools needed to lead
self-actualizing teams and organizations. The
course provides the skills to set your leadership
identity and determine your focus and direction.
Participants will learn to create clear intentions

and a vision for effective performance. To help
them take effective action, they will also learn
how to develop powerful management states,
build successful relationships, and lead to bring
out the very best in teams and organizations.

“
Participants ///
This course is for professionals at the
forefront of conservation and sustainable
development challenges. The target audience
includes managers of conservation programs
and protected areas, non-governmental
organizations, environmental consultant
companies, government agencies, and the
private sector. Applicants with backgrounds in a
diversity of disciplines are encouraged to apply.
Every year, Smithsonian courses in conservation
for development professionals receive
outstanding reviews in terms of content,
instructors, staff, and course experience. Course
will be given in English with simultaneous
translation from English to Spanish.

Self-actualizing conservation
leaders will meet the challenge
by helping to unleash the best
in people so that they can
adapt to required changes and
be effective and productive.
This course was extraordinary
in helping align my vision
with my daily actions in my
organization.

”
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Instructors ///

Francisco Dallmeier
PhD
dallmeierf@si.edu

Joe Brodnicki

joe@joebrodnicki.com

Francisco Dallmeier directs the Center for Conservation and
Sustainability of the Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute and
the National Zoo. The Center’s mission is to apply the expertise of
the Smithsonian to integrate conservation needs with sustainable
development priorities. He has more than thirty years of global
leadership experience in conservation, planning for biodiversity-friendly
working landscapes, sustainable infrastructure priority setting, and
natural resources and protected-area management. He is an expert
advisor on self-actualization and environmental leadership development
and training, and is a certified Associated Meta-Coach and Practitioner,
and Master Practitioner and Trainer in Neuro-Semantics and NeuroLinguistic Programming. He lives in Washington DC, USA

Joe Brodnicki works as an executive coach and business development
consultant, who focuses on helping non-profit and government
executives unleash their ability to influence and create opportunities for
collaboration that produce results, commitment, and inclusion.
He has worked for many government agencies, including the Centers
for Medicare and Medicaid Service, the Indian Health Service, the
Tennessee Department of Correction, and the National Institute of
Corrections to create strategic change and partnerships. He also serves
on the Board of Examiners for the Tennessee Center for Performance
Excellence. Joe is certifying Neuro-Semantic NLP trainer with coaching
accreditations from the Meta-Coach Foundation and International Coach
Federation. He lives in Hendersonville, Tennessee, USA.

nationalzoo.si.edu/conservation/francisco-dallmeier

www.linkedin.com/in/mindspirit

www.linkedin.com/in/dallmeier-francisco-2b29b2a

Ricardo Stanoss

“

I gained a deep
understanding and
appreciation of my leadership
states and behaviors to lead
teams and organizations
focused on relationships
building and mission in
order to create a productive,
creative, innovative, and
growing conservation
organization.

”

Benefits ///
As a participant, you will benefit through
√ Creating and leading from clear intentions and
vision
√ Creating powerful mind/body leadership states
to lead teams and organizations

√ Understanding the role of power and influence
in self-leadership and others

√ Creating collaborative and engaged teams

√ Developing clarity and awareness of yourself
and your circumstances

√ Pursuing self-actualization of organizations

√ Generating focus states for maximum
performance and dealing with change
√ Dealing with ethical challenges and maintaining
personal integrity

√ Managing roles and competencies
√ Simultaneous translation from English to
Spanish.

Cost ///
√ Instruction by certified experts
The total cost for the five-day program is
US$1,800 per participant.
This fee covers the following:

√ Smithsonian course facilitators and
residential staff
√ Comprehensive Self-Leadership Course
manual and reading materials

√ 6 nights lodging in residential field station on the
premier Inkaterra Guides Field Station, Madre
de Dios, Peru. It includes accommodation,
meals, fieldtrips and local transportation (pick
up from the airport and river boat to the Field
Station).

Ricardo Stanoss

“
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This course opened my
mind with the theory, group
dynamics and demonstrations
to help me build leadership
bridges for conservation and
sustainable development.

”

Michael Tweddle

Smithsonian

Inkaterra Guides Field Station

Location ///
The learning experience will take place at the
Inkaterra Guides Eco-friendly Field Station in
the Amazon rainforest of Madre de Dios, Peru,
located a 45-minute boat ride from Puerto
Maldonado, a 25-minute flight from Cusco, or onehour flight from Lima.
Madre de Dios is at the center of the VilcabambaAmboro Conservation Corridor between Peru
and Bolivia and is one of the most biologically
rich regions of the world. The field station is also
located in the buffer zone of the Tambopata
National Reserve, which provides the ideal setup for a week of immersion and intense learning
experiences. In addition to the classroom lectures,
group exercises and demonstrations, participants
will enjoy field trips to the rainforest, canopy
bridges, and the Tambopata Reserve.

“

The course is definitively
the most impactful way
of launching my selfactualization career to
become the conservation
leader I always dreamed.

”
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Inkaterra

The field station provides comfortable shared
cottages with native, eco-friendly high-thatched
roofs. Guests can enjoy full buffet meals, coffee
and snack breaks between course sessions, and
many outdoor areas overlooking the lush tropical
rainforest and the Madre de Dios River.
Inkaterra

Additional
information ///

Additional training
opportunities ///

The course starts on June 13th at 8am,
therefore participants should arrive to Puerto
Maldonado on June 12th in the afternoon.

The Center for Conservation and
Sustainability and its partners offer
professional courses and custom courses for
organizations.

Course participants should also budget for
the following expenses:
√ International and regional travel to and from
Puerto Maldonado, Peru
√ Peru visa application and fees, if
applicable.
√ Accommodations and transportation before
and after the course
√ Other travel incidentals
√ Some vaccinations may be recommended
from international participants.

Some of the course topics include the
following:
√ Conservation for Development
Professionals: Biodiversity Action Plans for
the Private Sector

“

As a sustainable
development professional,
I have the responsibility
to lead stakeholders and
decision makers to achieve
shared challenging goals.
This course gave me the
opportunity to re-design my
leadership approaches and
skills with powerful meanings
to achieve outstanding
performance.

”

√ Biodiversity Monitoring and Assessment
(BMAP) for Conservation and
Development Professionals
√ Conservation and Development Planning
for Sustainable Infrastructure
√ Designing and implementing canopy
bridge projects for linear infrastructure to
maintain forest canopy connectivity for
arboreal animals

Professionals interested should send an email to SCBI-CCSTraining@si.edu expressing their statement of interest
and attaching their one-page Curriculum Vitae. The selected participants will receive a confirmation letter.

Francisco Dallmeier

Syllabus ///
What is leadership? Definitions and
setting your leadership focus

√ Developing a resourceful relationship with
emotions

√ Defining area and type of leadership

Relationships with self and others

√ Begin to create your own personal
leadership meaning and performance
matrix
√ Creating clear and powerful leadership
meanings in your life and work roles
√ Learning tools in how to access personal
power
√ Creating, communicating, and accessing
meanings to enhance leadership abilities
√ Understanding the role of power in
“response-ability” and accountability
The psychology of leadership
√ Creating clear intentions and a vision
√ Understanding psychology of selfactualization and leadership
√ Fine-tuning and enhancing leadership
states by managing states of mind/body
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√ Changing and fine-tuning beliefs about
self-leadership

√ Understanding role of power in selfleadership and in relating to others
√ Building relationships and the concept of
power and influence
√ Unleashing clarity and awareness, and
identifying and correcting thinking errors
√ Creating possibilities and using your
creative power
Creating your leadership identity
√ Creating flow states for maximum
effectiveness and for dealing with changes
√ Dealing with ethical challenges and
maintaining personal integrity
Leading self-actualizing organizations
√ Creating collaboration and engagement
√ Leadership, management roles, and
competencies
√ Self-actualization of organizations

